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Abstract 
Efficient handover optimization and intelligent mobility management mechanism are the key requirements for designing next 
generation wireless network. Therefore, a dynamic Multiple Attribute decision based on Priority of Traffic classes (MAPT) for 
Constant Bit rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) are proposed in this paper to optimize the handover operations. The IEEE 
802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) standard provides an associated service to MAPT for achieving seamless handover. 
Simulation results prove that the proposed work resourcefully minimizes the vertical handover delay, packet loss, jitter and thus 
improves the throughput for both real time and non- real time applications. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Wireless access technologies are evolving rapidly, the mobile operator with multi interface capability may obtain 
a decision to switch its connection towards best access technologies in order to satisfy ubiquitous coverage, 
minimum service cost, best Quality of service (Qos), seamless connection etc. The IP core infrastructures serve as a 
backbone to integrate different wireless access systems (UMTS, WiFi, WiMAX, LTE etc) and support seamless 
mobility. However, the mobile user executes advent real time applications like video conferencing, multimedia 
service etc. needs an efficient and seamless connectivity when the mobile node changes its Point of Attachment 
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(PoA). Host based autonomous mobile address translation is proposed in1 for end to end vertical handover 
performance. It is proved to be simple, scalable, easy deployment with modified MIP and minimum signaling 
overhead. Later2,3,4 proposed a fast handover operation to enhance handover latency and data loss in vehicular 
applications. The importance of different network layer protocols are analyzed in5,6,7 to prove the efficiency of the 
system in terms of handover delay. Multiple attributes, optimized cross layer handover prediction are summarized 
in8,9,10,11 for 4G wireless networks. The network based mobility management protocols and state aware pointer 
forwarding scheme are discussed in12,13,14,15  adapts PMIPv6, ICMP6 and HMIPv6 for efficient data transmission in 
inter-domain architecture in order to consider handover delay, jitter and throughput improvement. The location of 
MIH functions and Qos guarantee for IMS based architectures are examined in16,17,18,19 for integrated WiMAX/3GPP 
network. Handover decision based on frame retransmission and frequently used data rate for multi rate WLAN 
networks are discussed in20. However, the existing schemes provide less consideration for the improvement of 
significant algorithms for seamless handover. Hence the proposed scheme efficiently utilizes IEEE 802.21 MIH 
standard for intelligent handover signalling with combined dynamic MAPT approach to improve the handover 
latency. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the overview of IEEE 802.21 MIH 
standard and our proposed MAPT approach is presented in section 3. The implementation details are described in 
Section 4, and finally conclude with the results and discussions. 
2. IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover Protocol stack 
IEEE 802.21 MIH protocol stack provides efficient and seamless mobility management in heterogeneous 
wireless access network. The important unit of MIH standard is the MIH Function (MIHF), which resides across 
MIH User (MIHU) and lower link layer device interface. MIHF is responsible for exchange of signaling information 
between different wireless access terminals for handover preparation and execution phases. Interface between MIHF 
and other entities (upper and lower layers) are based on Service Access Points (SAPs). Media Independent standard 
provides three important services for efficient handover process, namely Event Service (MIES), Command Service 
(MICS) and Information Service (MIIS) as shown in Fig. 1. Event service provides information about the link status 
and initiates three triggers based on the link quality, MIH_Link_Up, MIH_Link_Down, MIH_Link_GoingDown 
events. MICS enables higher layer to control the physical, data link and logical link layers for event subscription and 
threshold configuration. Finally MIIS provides the static information about candidate network.  
 
 
Fig. 1. IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover Protocol Stack 
3. Proposed MAPT approach for VHO Optimization in Heterogeneous Network based on MIH signaling 
The proposed method aims to provide vertical handover decision by considering dynamic multiple attribute 
criteria for different priority of traffic classes (MAPT). The presented two integrated mobility management scenario 
UMTS / WLAN / WiMAX and WLAN / WiMAX describes the vertical handover performance based on MAPT 
with IEEE 802.21 MIH signaling as shown in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The priority of traffic classes are grouped into 
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four categories - real time constant bit rate (TC1), real time variable bit rate (TC2), non-real time variable bit rate 
(TC3) and best effort traffic (TC4) for VoIP, MPEG, FTP and HTTP applications. It is assumed that the real time 
traffic classes TC1, TC2 have highest priority and non-real time traffic classes TC3, TC4 have lowest priority.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Vertical Handover between UMTS / WLAN / WiMAX networks based on Priority of Traffic classes 
In the first scenario, the MN resides in UTMS network and exchanges its information to the correspondent node 
(CN) through IP core infrastructure. The MN and all the network base stations are equipped with MIH functions 
which are used to exchange signalling information during handover operations. At a moment later, in a time ‘t’, the 
MN observes service degradation in the current serving network. This signal disruption is due to many reasons 
includes mobility of MN, fading factor (affects RSS), lower data rate, poor resource allocation and scheduling, type 
of traffic classes etc.  Therefore, the proposed algorithm dynamically comprises to take the mentioned issued into 
consideration for initiating intelligent handover. The MN wants to receive a video feed (MPEG-4) from the 
corresponding video server and requesting serving network for resource availability check of traffic class TC2 
through MIHF. The MIHF in the UMTS BS replies with negative acknowledgment indicating lower data rate and 
bandwidth constraints. Hence the MN initiates handover process to the candidate network due to lack of data rate 
and bandwidth support for real time traffic classes (TC1 or TC2). The first phase of delay is due to handover 
initiation by the serving UMTS network and is given in equation (1).  
     ݐூ ൌ ݐெேೝ೐೜ ൅ ݐ௎஻ௌೝ೐ೞ           (1)     
Where tMNreq is the time taken for the MN to request resource availability in the serving network and tUBSres is the 
time taken by the UMTS BS to respond back to the MN. Once the handover is initiated, the next step is to get ready 
for handover preparation, by discovering the candidate network. The MIHF in the serving network query the MIIS 
server for candidate information through MIH_Candidate_Information.request command. The MIIS server replies 
with a list of neighbour network (WLAN, WiMAX) to accessible. The serving UMTS network query the available 
neighbour networks regarding resource availability for the traffic classes (TC1/TC2) through 
HO_Candidate_Resource.query. The MIHF in the candidate network receives the neighbour node advertisement and 
responses with positive acknowledgement to agree for handover execution, which leads to significant delay as 
mentioned in equation (2).  
     ݐ௉ ൌ ʹݐ௎஻ௌೝ೐೜ ൅ ݐெூூௌೝ೐ೞ ൅ ݐௐ஻ௌೝ೐ೞ           (2)     
Where tUBSreq is the time need for UMTS BS to query the MIIS server for candidate network, tMIISres and tWBSres are 
the response time of MIIS server and WiMAX BS. In handover execution phase, the serving network informs the 
MN to scan the signal strength of WiMAX BS to accessible. The MIHF in MN triggers Link_up event to indicate 
the good signal quality of target WiMAX BS. The handover execution delay ݐா as given in equation (3). Where tBU, 
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tMNreg and tMNro are the MN binding update, registration and route optimization time of the MN. Hence the overall 
vertical handover delay for MN to seamlessly switch its connection to candidate network is given in equation (4) 
and equation (5).  
     ݐா ൌ ݐ஻௎ ൅ ݐெேೝ೐೒ ൅ ݐெேೝ೚          (3)     
     ݐ௏ுை ൌ ݐூ ൅ ݐ௉ ൅ ݐா          (4)   
     ݐ௏ுை ൌ ݐெேೝ೐೜ ൅ ͵ݐ௎஻ௌೝ೐೜ ൅ ݐெூூௌೝ೐ೞ ൅ ݐௐ஻ௌೝ೐ೞ ൅ ݐ஻௎ ൅ ݐெேೝ೐೒ ൅ ݐெேೝ೚         (5)     
 
Fig. 3. Vertical Handover between WLAN / WiMAX networks using MAPT a) Before Handover; b) After Handover  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Vertical Handover Preparation and Execution phases 
At last, the MN executes handover to WiMAX network for excellent support for data rate and bandwidth for real 
time variable bit rate traffic class TC2 (MPEG-4). The detailed handover signalling information is shown in Fig. 4.  
In the second scenario, the MN initiates vertical handover based on multiple attributes namely RSS and data rate 
(DR) for traffic type (TC1 / TC2). Initially the MN (9) is attached to WLAN network and communicates to CN (7) 
and at a time ‘t’, the mobile user moves away from the current PoA and wants to access VoIP (G.711) service to the 
CN. The MN receives service disruption due to degraded RSS (mobility) and low support for TC1 and TC2 data 
rates. Thus the MN decides to initiate handover to the neighbour network. Handover to the target network is initiated 
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based on the condition as mentioned in equation (6). Finally the MN chooses WiMAX is the best candidate network, 
compromising both RSS and data rate for VoIP application. From the above discussions, it is observed that the 
proposed approach enhances the system performance by considering dynamic multiple attributes for different 
priority of traffic classes. The MAPT with combined MIH signalling provides proper VHD which is well applicable 
for designing the next generation wireless access networks. 
     ܲݎ௏ுை ൌ ሾሼܴܵܵெே ൏ ܴܵ ௧ܵ௛௥ሽځሼܦ்ܴ஼ ൏ ܦܴ௧௛௥ሽሿ         (6)   
4. Simulation Results and Discussion 
This section examines the proposed vertical handover performance across two heterogeneous environments.  The 
first scenario is implemented in OPNET software with the integration of three networks UMTS / WLAN / WiMAX. 
The architecture consists of multi interface mobile node (MN), correspondent node (CN), application server (voice, 
video, FTP, email), overlapping WLAN, WiMAX and UMTS network with backbone IP connectivity.  
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) UMTS Vertical Handover delay (b) Based on with and without priority of Traffic classes 
 
Fig. 6. (a) Neighbour node advertisement; (b) Throughput for with and without priority of Traffic classes 
Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameter needed for vertical handover execution. UMTS network provides 
sufficient coverage area to the MN throughout the simulation process. But the MN initiates handover to candidate 
WiMAX network due to the poor support for bandwidth allocation and data rate for real time traffic classes (VoIP – 
G.711, MPEG - 4). The UMTS handover delay is minimum 0.06 sec as shown in Fig. 5, this due to the enhanced 
MIH functions are implemented in both the MN and network base stations. It is observed that the combined MAPT 
with MIH signaling minimizes the handover delay by sending and receiving proper advertisement to the neighbor 
node, and thus increases throughput of the serving network as in Fig. 6. Finally the MN achieves best QoS and 
greatest bandwidth utilization in WiMAX target network. The proposed method provides minimum vertical 
handover latency when the MN moves from UMTS to WiMAX network.  
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       Table 1. Simulation parameters. 
Parameters Without Priority of Traffic classes 
EDCA TID 0 (BE) 
Service Class QoS ACK (Normal or Block ACK) 
Block ACK initiation Enabled 
Policy Immediate Block ACK 
MPDUs 64 
Voice CWmin (PHY CWmin+1) / 4-1 
Voice CWmax (PHY CWmin+1) / 2-1 
AIFSN 2 
DS-CCK 3264 
Extended 1504 
FHSS One MSDU 
 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Uplink video packet dropped; (b) Downlink video packet dropped  
 
Fig. 8. WiMAX physical layer (a) Uplink SNR; (b) Downlink SNR  
Hence it is proved that the uplink and downlink packet dropped ratio is very low when compared to without 
MAPT approach as shown in Fig. 7. The WiMAX network provides good signal strength to the MN by considering 
path loss into account and thus achieves better SNR for best transmission efficiency as shown in Fig. 8. The second 
scenario is illustrated for two integrated WLAN / WiMAX networks and implemented in Qualnet software. The MN 
initiates handover to WiMAX network based on the two criteria (RSS and data rate) for video and FTP traffic. The 
voice (G.711) and video (MPEG-4) traffic are more sensitive to handover delay which leads to more packet losses 
when compared to FTP traffic.  
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Fig. 9.Average medium access delay 
 
Fig. 10. (a) End to End delay for FTP Traffic  
 
Fig. 10. (b) End to End delay for VoIP application (CBR)  
 
Fig. 11. (a) Average Jitter for FTP Traffic 
 
Fig. 11. (b) Average Jitter for VoIP application (CBR) 
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Fig. 12. (a) Throughput for FTP Traffic 
 
Fig. 12. (b) Throughput for VoIP application (CBR) 
    Table 2. Performance Evaluation of with and without priority of Traffic classes (First scenario). 
Parameters Without Priority of Traffic Classes With Priority of Traffic Classes 
Network Load (Bits/sec) 1500 2000 
IP Packet drop (packets/sec) 0.17 0.08 
RIP Route convergence duration(sec) 12.5 6 
Uplink packet drop(packets/sec) 3 0.0025 
Downlink packet drop(packets/sec) 10 1.5 
UMTS attach delay (sec) 16 1 
UMTS throughput (bits/sec) 3500 5500 
UMTS access delay (sec) 0.090 0.060 
    Table 3. Performance Evaluation based on single and multiple attribute criteria (Second scenario). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hence the MN makes fast and successful handover to the candidate network, achieving lower medium access 
delay as depicted in Fig. 9. The simulation results of end to end delay, jitter and throughput are shown in Figs. 10-
12. The end to end delay factor for high and low priority traffic classes provide good performance during vertical 
Parameters Handover based on RSS Handover based on RSS and data rate 
CBR Jitter (sec) 0.00461 0.000408 
CBR Throughput (bits/sec) 4089.9 4431.53 
CBR End to End Delay (sec) 0.03427 0.0304056 
CBR data received (bytes)   7168 50688 
FTP Jitter (sec) 0.00723688 0.00560010 
FTP Throughput (bits/sec) 872965 954790 
FTP End to End Delay (sec) 0.265012 0.204917 
Average medium delay (sec) 0.00125641 0.0012557 
Link Jitter  (sec) 7.4015e-05 0.000205 
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handover process. Table 2 and 3 summarizes the various performance factors of the proposed MAPT scheme for 
with and without priority of traffic classes. From the simulation results and discussion, it is proved that the proposed 
dynamic MAPT approach highly support seamless connectivity across heterogeneous networks.  
5. Conclusion 
The proposed integrated architecture based on dynamic MAPT approach with IEEE 802.21 MIH signalling has 
been presented to solve seamless vertical handover and to guarantee the QoS for different traffic classes. Simulation 
results prove that the proposed method outperforms the existing method by initiating intelligent handover decision 
based on MIH signalling. The handover performances are analyzed based on two conditions. In the first, the MN 
initiates handover due to the lack of resource availability in UMTS serving network for the traffic classes TC1 and 
TC2. In the second case, handover is initiated based on multiple criteria of RSS and data rate for traffic type CBR 
and FTP. In both the cases, the MN chooses WiMAX is the best candidate network for handover. Since WiMAX 
provides higher priority for TC1 and TC2 real time traffic and lower priority for TC3 and TC4 non real time traffic. 
The MAPT scheme minimizes the handover delay, packet loss and thus improves the system throughput, QoS 
efficiency, which is extremely well applicable for designing the future generation wireless networks. 
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